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About This Game

.projekt is a new minimalistic puzzle from creator of Evo Explores.
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.projekt requires you to look at things differently. Playing .projekt is like taking a geometry lessons but in a fun and relaxing
way.

.projekt is a great training for your creativity. Imagine how an object looks like from a different point of view to match a
silhouette.
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Features:
- 60 mind blowing levels and more to come…

- simple still very expressive animations
- relaxing experience

- no time pressure, no scores, just a pure gameplay
- no ads and no in-app purchases

- Mac OS touchpad gestures support
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Title: .projekt
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kyrylo Kuzyk
Publisher:
Kyrylo Kuzyk
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2018
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English,German,Norwegian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish,Ukrainian,Japanese
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Sry i have to give a dislike for the bad gameplay control.Later game in some levels when u try to creat some mid air blocks u
have to creat others block to build up and then delete it...that is very inconvenient when u trying to fix the puzzle....later game
when u have more blocks but u try to fix some in the mid ground its even harder because the 45 drgee fix view will block the
middle so u have to delete all the blocks around the center view...thats very annoying
. This game is about making a 3D isometric that combine the projection of the shape in 2 dimensions, this reminds me about
another game on smartphones, Isometric, When passing the eye on this game, I knew that I would like to play this, this game
have multiple puzzle, It make you see the projection of the object in 2 dimension, give you a new way to look onto the world..
Place cubes to fill out two projected images at the same time.

This wont offer much of a challenge if you are looking for even a remotely difficult puzzler, but its a very polished, novel, and
relaxing game to go through. There are 80 levels and each of them can be completed, completed in Picross mode (Except for the
first four), completed with max cubes, and completed with minimum cubes.

All in all its about 3 or 4 hours of gameplay. You might want to wait for a sale considering the short length, but I generally
prefer quality over too much padding regardless and I think itd probably get old if there were too many more levels.

I only hope that there is a way that this can be expanded on in future with new mechanics or somehow increasing the board size.
Until then, this is definitely worth a look.
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